Top-Down Proteomics (TDP) is an emerging proteomics protocol that involves identification, characterization, and quantitation of intact proteins using high-resolution mass spectrometry. TDP has an edge over other proteomics protocols in that it allows for: (i) accurate measurement of intact protein mass, (ii) high sequence coverage, and (iii) enhanced identification of post-translational modifications (PTMs). However, the complexity of TDP spectra poses a significant impediment to protein search and PTM characterization. Mass spectrometry-based proteomics is a well-established technique for protein identification, characterization, and quantitation [1] [2] [3] 
. The conventional Bottom-Up Proteomics (BUP) 4 protocol involves mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of peptides obtained from enzymatic digestion of whole proteins 4, 5 . Several software tools such as SEQUEST 6 , Mascot 7 and ExPASy tools 8 (FindPept 9 and EasyProt 10 ) have been reported for BUP data analysis. However, BUP spectra and its analysis have limited power in: (i) identification of post-translational modifications (PTMs) 2 , (ii) sequence coverage 11, 12 , and (iii) characterization of very small proteins 13 . Recent advancements in proteomics protocols and instrumentation have enabled precise mass measurements of large proteins by employing soft ionization techniques 14 coupled with high-resolution mass analyzers 15 . This has led to the emergence of Top-Down Proteomics 16 (TDP) protocol which is becoming increasingly popular for analyzing intact proteins 17, 18 . TDP offers an enhanced sequence coverage 19 as compared to BUP 4 along with an improved identification of proteoforms (proteins and its variants) 20, 21 . However, the complexity of high-resolution TDP spectral data poses a significant challenge for analysis tools. Current tools for TDP include ProSight PTM 12 , ProSight PTM 2.0 22 , MS-Align+ 23 , pTop 24 , TopPIC 25 , and MSPathFinder 26 amongst others. ProSight PTM, the www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ first tool reported for TDP data analysis, employed shotgun annotation 27 for protein identification and PTM localization. ProSight PTM 2.0 enhanced ProSight PTM by providing an improved database annotation along with a capability to search variable, fixed as well as terminal modifications. However, the tool's protein identification search space was limited to organism-specific protein sequence variations. Also, the shotgun annotation led to a significant increase in the size of search database. In 2012, MS-Align+ addressed this issue by using spectral alignment methodology 28 to elicit unknown PTMs and truncated proteins. The tool, however, had a command line interface (CLI) rendering it difficult to use. In 2016, TopPIC and pTop were reported. TopPIC provided an improved implementation of MS-Align+ and facilitated high-throughput novel proteoforms discovery by including primary structure alterations. However, the tool was limited in its capability to identify proteins with multiple variable modifications. pTop, on the other hand, employed de novo sequencing to shortlist proteins and search combinations of user-provided variable modifications. This approach was particularly effective for searching multiple PTMs but was unable to cater for unknown modifications and truncated proteins. Recently reported MSPathFinder, a high-throughput tool employing parametric dynamic programming for spectral alignment, uses sequence graphs for efficient filtering of combinatorial proteoforms. However, it also lacks support for searching unknown modifications and its CLI makes it difficult to use. Taken together, TDP data analysis tools continue to suffer from limitations in: (i) identification of truncated proteins, (ii) identification, characterization and localization of unknown and multiple PTMs, (iii) identification of truncated proteoforms having PTMs, and (iv) an intuitive visualization of results. Moreover, the lack of open-architecture software practice impedes the development and benchmarking of TDP algorithms to address these shortcomings.
In this work, we propose "SPECTRUM", an open source and open architecture top-down proteoform identification toolbox for MATLAB. Several algorithms have been systematically integrated to form the core of SPECTRUM search pipeline (Fig. 1) . These algorithms include a novel intact protein mass tuner to augment MS1 measurements for scoring and filtering protein databases. De novo sequencing has been employed for extracting and scoring peptide sequence tags (PSTs) 29, 30 . A novel PTM prediction strategy employs dbPTM 31, 32 for evaluating the shortlisted candidate proteins for known PTM binding sites besides supporting a blind PTM search. SPECTRUM also provides search support for single-side truncated proteins. Lastly, the canonical spectral comparison between theoretical and experimental spectra [33] [34] [35] has also been employed for refining candidate protein list. To develop an overall ranking of candidate proteins, a composite scoring scheme has been implemented wherein users can tune weights for individual component scores to obtain the final score. For data interoperability 36 , SPECTRUM currently supports plain text files (columns of mass to charge ratios (m/z) and relative intensities), eXtensible Markup Language (XML) files with m/z and relative abundances (mzXML) 37 , Mass Spectrometry Markup Language (mzML) 38, 39 and Mascot Generic Format (MGF) 7 data formats in both single and batch file processing modes. Users can access the toolbox by a set of intuitive graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for setting up search parameters as well as viewing results. Each GUI has been developed using MATLAB GUI development environment (GUIDE) 40 and can, therefore, be readily customized or refactored. We have validated and benchmarked SPECTRUM toolbox by undertaking case studies on two published datasets. Case study I was performed to evaluate protein identification accuracy and blind PTM characterization using an experimental dataset 41 with known target protein (HeLa Histone H4). Results obtained from SPECTRUM were compared with those from ProSightPC 42 (a commercial version of ProSight PTM 2.0), TopPIC, and pTop. SPECTRUM correctly identified the target protein which was reported by ProSightPC and TopPIC (see Case Study I -Results Section). For evaluating SPECTRUM's ability to identify unknown proteins, a second case study was carried out using an Escherichia coli dataset 25 . SPECTRUM results reported up to 47% more spectral matches and over 91% more proteins in comparison with other tools (see Case Study II -Results Section).
In conclusion, SPECTRUM is a state-of-the-art tool for protein identification and characterization and is available in the form of a conveniently customizable MATLAB toolbox. This open-architecture toolbox stands to impart impetus to the advancement of TDP by assisting in design, implementation and benchmarking of novel TDP algorithms leading to an improved proteoform identification.
Results
In this work, we have reported SPECTRUM, a next-generation open-source MATLAB 40 toolbox for top-down proteomics. The toolbox is available as a GitHub repository. Documentation (see Supplementary Information -E. Availability) and video tutorials have also been made available (see Supplementary Information -F. Video Tutorials).
The toolbox provides a comprehensive graphical user interface (GUI) framework (Fig. 2) . The main GUI window (Fig. 2a) acts as the entry-point for setting up spectral data, protein databases, and search parameters. Elaborate GUIs have been provided for each step in the search process (Fig. 2b-f ) and the summary of search results can be visualized as a ranked protein list (Fig. 2g) . Using the "Detailed Protein View" (Fig. 2h) , users can also view details of candidate proteins including information on predicted modifications, peptide sequence tags (PSTs) and theoretical fragments (Fig. 2i,k 41 with known target protein (Histone H4). The dataset consisted of ten files containing monoisotopic data (see Supplementary Data S1). The search results obtained from SPECTRUM were compared with pTop 24 , TopPIC 25 and ProSightPC 22, 42 (see Supplementary Data S2). Target protein's rank in the candidate protein list and search runtime were then obtained and compared. The first comparison was performed between SPECTRUM and pTop wherein de novo sequencing was employed (search parameters in Supplementary Table S1 ). pTop took 13 seconds to perform protein search, however, it failed to identify any protein from the dataset. SPECTRUM on the other hand, completed the search in 28 seconds and reported Histone H4 as the top-ranked protein in eight out of ten experiments. SPECTRUM did not report any protein for remaining two files (summary and complete results in Supplementary Tables S2  and S3 , respectively). Next, we compared SPECTRUM with TopPIC, a spectral alignment tool (search parameters in Supplementary Table S4 ). TopPIC took 2350 seconds and reported Histone H4 for seven data files; one file reported a false positive and two did not report any protein. SPECTRUM took 21 seconds to search the complete dataset and correctly identified the true protein from eight data files while false positives were reported for the remaining two files (summary and complete results in Supplementary Tables S5 and S6, respectively). We then compared spectral comparison capability of SPECTRUM with ProSightPC (search parameters in Supplementary   Figure 1 . SPECTRUM workflow. The integrated experimental and computational data analysis pipeline employed in top-down proteomics. Table S7 ). For this purpose, PST-based filtering was disabled, and the weight of intact protein mass score was set to zero. ProSightPC completed the search in 24 seconds and reported Histone H4 as top-ranked protein for eight data files while false-positives were reported for the remaining two. SPECTRUM executed the search in 19 seconds and reported eight true-positives besides two false-positive entries (summary and complete results in Supplementary Table S8 and S9, respectively). An overall comparison of the search results obtained from each tool has been provided in Supplementary Table S10 .
Having validated protein identification, we then evaluated SPECTRUM's blind PTM search feature for identifying unknown PTMs without prior information from the user. TopPIC reported unknown mass shifts for seven correct identifications but could not translate them into PTMs. SPECTRUM not only captured these mass shifts but also successfully characterized PTMs from three data files (see Supplementary Table S11 and Supplementary Information -B. Supplementary Results).
To evaluate the sensitivity of the search process to various parameters, a sensitivity analysis was performed on intact mass, PST and in silico comparison components. The parameter variations used for intact protein mass tolerance were 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 Da, PST lengths between 4 to 6 and 3 to 6, and in silico spectral comparison tolerances of 15 and 25 ppm, respectively. By increasing PST length range, an improvement in protein identification was observed. However, variations in protein mass tolerance had a minimal impact. The results from parameter sensitivity have been tabulated in Supplementary Table S12 (also see Supplementary Information -B. Supplementary Results: Case Study I).
Case Study II -Evaluation of SPECTRUM search with unknown target protein. After validat-
ing SPECTRUM search accuracy with known target proteins, we employed the toolbox to search a dataset with unknown target protein(s). Published Escherichia coli dataset 25 obtained using alternating CID and ETD fragmentation modes (see Supplementary Data S3) was employed for the search. The search parameters have been provided in Supplementary Tables S13 and S14 for search with and without PSTs, respectively. The results were Figure 2 . Overview of SPECTRUM GUIs. The set of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) in SPECTRUM created using MATLAB GUIDE to undertake the search process and visualize results. (a) Main SPECTRUM GUI to provide general search parameters, (b) GUI to tune intact protein mass, (c) GUI to specify special fragmentation ions and mass mode in the search process, (d) GUI to provide peptide sequence tag (PST) search parameters, and (e) GUI to specify instrument-based chemical modification(s) along with terminal modifications. (f) GUI to adjust weights in the scoring scheme, (g-h) GUIs to provide users with brief as well as detailed results, (i) GUI to describe spectral matching details, (j) GUI providing a legend for use in detailed result view, and (k) GUI for mass spectrum visualization. Taken together, SPECTRUM identified a significantly larger number of proteins as compared to MSPathFinder, TopPIC, and pTop from Escherichia coli dataset (Fig. 3) . A summary of search results has been provided in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S15. The complete results for both target and decoy databases search for each fragmentation mode (CID and ETD) have been provided in Supplementary Tables S16-S23. A summary table listing 
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Discussion
High-resolution top-down proteomics (TDP) is increasingly being employed for understanding mechanisms underpinning disease towards biomarker discovery 21, [44] [45] [46] . Specifically, information-rich top-down mass spectra have a significant potential towards an enhanced proteoform identification 47 . For an optimal searching of TDP data, continuous advancement in top-down search algorithms and software is required. Contemporary tools for TDP have achieved remarkable protein identification rates, however, these tools provide partial search pipelines, are closed source or only available commercially. Besides, there is still a significant room for improvement in protein identification and characterization.
Towards addressing this need, we have proposed SPECTRUM, an open-source and open-architecture MATLAB toolbox for proteoform identification in top-down proteomics. SPECTRUM algorithmic pipeline advances the state-of-the-art by significantly enhancing proteoform identification and characterization as compared to the contemporary TDP tools (see Supplementary Table S24 ). To demonstrate the search capabilities of SPECTRUM, two case studies were conducted using published data 25, 41 . In the first study, SPECTRUM successfully identified the known target protein, Hela -Histone H4, as was reported by pTop, ProSightPC and TopPIC. In the second study on Escherichia coli dataset with unknown target proteins, SPECTRUM reported up to 177% more proteins over other tools. Computational runtimes for the toolbox were also profiled and compared with MSPathFinder, pTop and TopPIC, for each case study. SPECTRUM runtimes were comparable with other tools for the HeLa dataset which comprised of 10 files 41 . However, for the larger Escherichia coli dataset, SPECTRUM runtime lagged behind other tools which can be attributed to the MATLAB interpreter. This can, however, be overcome by parallelizing the toolbox or by using MATLAB GPU computing routines. The blind PTM search module of SPECTRUM also improves upon TopPIC 25 (see Supplementary Information -B. Supplementary Results) with an enhanced mass-shift identification and characterization. In terms of parameter sensitivity, three core modules including intact mass filter, peptide sequence tags (PST) generator and in silico spectral comparator influence the search to varying degrees (see Supplementary Information -B. Supplementary Results) . Specifically, www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ results were improved by increasing the range of PST length while no significant effect was observed for intact protein mass and spectral comparison. Prospectively, SPECTRUM can provide a significantly enhanced proteoform identification to its users. The batch-mode search also adds a high-throughput capability. Fixed, variable and blind modifications can be characterized besides reporting unexplained mass shifts. SPECTRUM pipeline also caters for truncated protein search. Users can customize the scoring scheme towards sensitizing the search process to their experimental setups. The graphical user interface (GUI) can be conveniently modified or enhanced using MATLAB GUIDE.
As with other spectral analysis tools, search results from SPECTRUM are dependent on the quality of MS data. Hence, the accuracy of search results may vary with mass spectrometer resolution. In terms of limitations, since SPECTRUM has been implemented in MATLAB, it requires a MATLAB license, thereby impeding the non-MATLAB users to run SPECTRUM. This need has been met with provision of the toolbox in form of an executable file (see Supplementary Information -E. Availability). SPECTRUM currently offers one-sided truncation and does not accommodate for double-sided truncations and amino acid substitutions. SPECTRUM's blind-PTM module only characterizes those PTMs which are supported by spectral data. A natural extension will be incorporation of a probabilistic model in blind-PTM module for enhanced PTM characterization. Proteoform identification can be further enhanced by using combined spectral data obtained from alternating fragmentation mode of mass spectrometers. A useful extension of the toolbox can also come in the form of relative and absolute protein quantitation.
In conclusion, SPECTRUM is a state-of-the-art MATLAB-based top-down proteomics (TDP) toolbox that has been developed with an aim to assist in next-generation mass spectrometry data analysis. The toolbox is capable of identifying a significantly larger number of proteins as compared to its contemporaries besides characterizing post-translational modifications without requiring any prior knowledge. The proposed toolbox has been developed to facilitate biomedical research along with assisting in proteomics education by providing a versatile training platform for proteoform identification.
Material and Methods
Methodology and flow of SPECTRUM search pipeline. MATLAB 2017a 40 , a popular scientific computing platform, was used to develop SPECTRUM. A set of interactive GUIs were constructed using MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) development environment (GUIDE) 40 for taking user parameters and displaying search results. Figure 4 represents the overall methodology employed by SPECTRUM to search TDP data. Details on SPECTRUM search methodology, scoring scheme, validation, and data conversion have been provided below.
SPECTRUM search methodology and scoring algorithms. Intact protein mass tuner. MS2
data comprising of mass to charge ratios of intact protein's fragments and relative abundances, was used to tune the intact protein mass, MS1. Fragment-pairs were generated for each element in MS2 data and a tuned www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ precursor whole protein mass (MS1) was computed from a sum of each pair. The fragment-pair sums within the user-defined tolerance were selected (FPS mz ). The average of abundances for each shortlisted constituent element in FPS mz were also computed. A window of size equal to the mass of a proton was used to scan the sorted fragment-pair sums to obtain the tuned mass. The window was progressively shifted by a user-defined step size and the number of fragment-pair sums falling within each window, at each shift, were counted. The window with the highest number of fragment-pair sums was selected, and tuned mass was computed as the intensity weighted average of fragment-pair sums within this window. A conceptual outline of the methodology has been shown in Fig. 5 and the complete set of mathematical equations have been provided in Supplementary Methods A1 -Intact Protein Mass Tuner.
Scoring proteins by intact protein mass. The absolute differences between theoretical masses (details in Supplementary Methods A2 -Computing Theoretical Mass of a Protein) of candidate proteins and the experimental mass (tuned mass or MS1) were calculated towards computing the protein score using intact protein mass. The proteins with mass difference within the user-defined tolerance were shortlisted and scored (equations (1, 2) ).
Mass
Mass
where, Mass diff is absolute difference between theoretically calculated mass of protein and experimental mass, Mass experimental is experimental mass of sample protein (tuned mass or MS1), and Mass theoretical is theoretical protein mass calculated using protein sequence. where, Score mass is the mass score of shortlisted protein, and Thr is user-defined intact protein mass tolerance.
Methodology for extracting peptide sequence tags. De novo sequencing was used to construct peptide sequence tag (PST) ladders. Incorporation of PSTs in the database search provided for tandem scoring of the candidate proteins. PST extractor was designed to take mass differences between successive experimental peaks within a user-specified tolerance. The mass difference corresponding to mass of any of the twenty amino acid residues constituted an amino acid tag. User-provided tolerance was used to determine the matching stringency for hops that mismatch the monoisotopic molecular weights of amino acids. The hops, with the starting peaks, ending peaks, the mass difference between these peaks, matching amino acid names and their molecular weights were stored. Hops having equal starting peak and ending peak values were joined together to form PST ladders. User-provided range of PST lengths was used to filter out anomalous (i.e. very short or very long) PST ladders to avoid biasing of the protein search process. The methodology is outlined in Fig. 6 and complete details have been provided in Supplementary Methods A3 -Extraction of Peptide Sequence Tags.
Scoring proteins using peptide sequence tags. PST scoring utilizes cumulative root mean squared error, peak intensities, PST occurrence count and PST length. RMSE over the entire PST length was computed and employed for shortlisting PSTs by user-defined tolerance. For each filtered tag, intensity of the constituent amino acids was determined by taking the average intensity of representative experimental peaks. Cumulative intensity of tag was then computed using average intensities for scoring. The influence of PSTs towards protein filtering and scoring was implemented to increase exponentially with length. The PST-based score for shortlisted proteins was computed using the frequency score, accumulative tag error score and occurrence of PST tags that reported these proteins. The scoring process has been defined in equations (3-10).
AA experimental monoisotopic where, Error AA is the difference between Mass experimental and Mass monoisotopic , Mass experimental is the experimental mass of a residue present in an extracted PST, and Mass monoisotopic is the monoisotopic mass of a standard amino acid residue in the PST.
where, RMSE is cumulative root mean squared error calculated over the entire PST length, Error i AA is the difference between experimental and theoretical mass of i th residue in the PST, and N is length of peptide sequence tag.
score RMSE 2 where,
Error score is the cumulative score of PST error computed using RMSE. 
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where, Score PST is the PST score of shortlisted proteins, Occurence is the frequency of occurrence of a PST tag in a protein sequence, and M is the total number of tags.
Spectral generation and comparisons.
A total of nine fragmentation techniques including collision-induced dissociation (CID), electron-capture dissociation (ECD), electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) and electron-detachment dissociation (EDD) etc. have been employed in SPECTRUM search pipeline. Additionally, single-sided truncations have also been incorporated. The mass of N-terminus ion was computed by summing up the masses of its constituent amino acids while for C-terminus ion, the mass was obtained by calculating the mass difference between the N-terminus ion and protein molecular weight. Also, during fragmentation, a hydroxyl group and a proton were added to N-terminus ion and C-terminus ion, respectively (see Supplementary Methods A4 -Spectral Generation and Comparison). User-specified neutral ion loss parameters were used to cater for fragments which have gained or lost functional groups.
For a given experimental dataset, its intensity values were normalized between 0 and 1 followed by their scaling (NormalizedIntensity) using a step function described in equation (11) . Note that the threshold of 9.2 × 10
was set after performing a sensitivity analysis on several available spectral datasets. Towards scoring the proteins using the in silico spectrum, N-terminus ions and C-terminus ions were compared with the experimental data within a certain user-specified tolerance. For every match, the candidate protein was awarded a score, based on the number of consecutive fragment matches in experimental spectrum (ConsecutivePeakCounter), as shown in equation (12) . Next, the final score was computed for each protein using equation (13) . The process has been outlined in Fig. 7 . where, NormalizedIntensity is the scaled intensity value of experimental spectrum, and Intensity is the intensity of experimental spectrum normalized to 1. where, MatchScore i is the score of fragment match corresponding to i th experimental peak, NormlizedIntensity i is the sigmoid weighted intensity value of i th experimental peak, and ConsecutivePeakCounter is the number of consecutive experimental peak matches.
where, MatchScore i is the score of i th fragment match, Frag experimental is the total number of experimental fragments, and n is the number of spectral matches.
Composite scoring scheme. The candidate protein list was ranked using (i) intact protein mass filtering (Score mass ), (ii) PST filtering (Score pst ) and (iii) spectral matching (Score insilico ). The weight of each scoring component can be adjusted towards sensitizing the scoring to their experimental settings using equation (14) .
final mass PST i n silico
where,
, the product of amino acid occurrence propensities within a certain enzyme binding site was obtained. An enzyme binding site could be a single or multi-residue substrate site containing the amino acid to be modified. Binding sites scoring above a user-specified threshold were selected for onward modifications (see equation (15)). In case multiple sites were shortlisted, all combinations of modified protein were created. 
where, PTM_Score is the product of amino acid occurrence propensities within the binding site, and PTM_Thr is the user-specified threshold selected for modifications.
Datasets used for validating SPECTRUM's search pipeline. SPECTRUM validation was performed using datasets from two published top-down proteomics experiments including a HeLa 41 and an Escherichia coli 25 dataset. The HeLa dataset, which was used in case study 1, comprised of 10 MS spectra of Hela Histone H4 protein obtained using a Q-FTICR hybrid mass spectrometer. The spectra were calibrated externally using an electron-capture dissociation (ECD) bovine ubiquitin spectrum. Case study II employed Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 dataset, which was acquired using an LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer in an alternating fragmentation setting. The resulting data comprised of two sets of spectra, each containing 2027 scans from collision-induced dissociation (CID) and electron-transfer dissociation (ETD), respectively. SPECTRUM was employed to search the two datasets and the results were compared with those obtained from ProSightPC 42 Validating SPECTRUM results. Target-decoy approach 48, 49 was employed to estimate the false discovery rate (FDR). The decoy database was generated by shuffling the protein sequences followed by the incorporation of three random amino acid mutations 26, 50 . To further enhance the stability of FDR estimate, three decoy proteins were assembled for each protein entry in the target database. FDR was computed using equation 48 (16) . To estimate the statistical significance of each candidate protein, E-values were computed using an adaptation of generating function method 51 . For that, the probability of each amino acid is computed in the database. These amino acid probabilities are then used to calculate the probability of each protein sequence in the database. Using the number of spectral matches, the spectral probability 51 of each sequence is then computed using equation (17) . This is followed by an adjustment 51 for truncation and computation of E-value using equation (18) . Data conversion to supported file formats. SPECTRUM requires experimental data in standardized input file formats. These formats include Mascot Generic Format (MGF) 7 , eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file containing mass to charge ratios (mz) and relative abundances (mzXML) 36, 43 , and Mass Spectrometry Markup Language (mzML) 38, 39 . Raw data files such as Thermo Xcalibur '.raw' , ABI/Sciex '.WIFF' and Bruker 
